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Abstract.
Background: Ethnic differences in cognitive decline have been reported. Whether they can be explained by differences in
systolic blood pressure (SBP) is uncertain.
Objective: Determine whether cumulative mean SBP levels explain differences in cognitive decline between Hispanic and
White individuals.
Methods: Pooled cohort study of individual participant data from six cohorts (1971–2017). The present study reports results
on SBP and cognition among Hispanic and White individuals. Outcomes were changes in global cognition (GC) (primary),
executive function (EF) (secondary), and memory standardized as t-scores (mean [SD], 50 [10]); a 1-point difference represents
a 0.1 SD difference in cognition. Median follow-up was 7.7 (Q1–Q3, 5.2–20.1) years.
Results: We included 24,570 participants free of stroke and dementia: 2,475 Hispanic individuals (median age, cumulative
mean SBP at first cognitive assessment, 67 years, 132.5 mmHg; 40.8% men) and 22,095 White individuals (60 years,134
mmHg; 47.3% men). Hispanic individuals had slower declines in GC, EF, and memory than White individuals when all six
cohorts were examined. Two cohorts recruited Hispanic individuals by design. In a sensitivity analysis, Hispanic individuals
in these cohorts had faster decline in GC, similar decline in EF, and slower decline in memory than White individuals.
Higher time-varying cumulative mean SBP was associated with faster declines in GC, EF, and memory in all analyses. After
adjusting for time-varying cumulative mean SBP, differences in cognitive slopes between Hispanic and White individuals
did not change.
Conclusion: We found no evidence that cumulative mean SBP differences explained differences in cognitive decline between
Hispanic and White individuals.

Keywords: Blood pressure, cognition, dementia, ethnic groups, Hispanic Americans

INTRODUCTION

Between 2014 and 2060, the U.S. older Hispanic
population will grow from 8% to 22%, so under-
standing and reducing their AD/ADRD risk is a
public health priority [1]. Some studies suggest older
Hispanic individuals are 1.5 times more likely than
older non-Hispanic White (White) individuals to
develop Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias
(AD/ADRD) [2–5], though this varies by population
[6, 7]. Similarly, some studies suggest Hispanic adults
have faster cognitive decline related to AD/ADRD
[8, 9], although this varies by population or cohort
[10, 11]. Preventing or delaying AD/ADRD can lead
to longer survival, less disability and nursing home
use, lower health care costs, and better quality of life.
Hispanic individuals with AD/ADRD have total costs
that are up to 35% higher than White individuals with
AD/ADRD [12]. Experts recommend identifying the
biological and medical care mediators of sociode-
mographic differences in older adults’ AD/ADRD
risk [13, 14], but these remain incompletely under-
stood. Vascular risk factors likely play a major role
in Hispanic adults’ excess AD/ADRD risk [2, 15].

Identifying the vascular risk factors for AD/ADRD
disparities is critical to reduce risk and improve health
equity.

High blood pressure (BP), particularly in mid-life,
is a common risk factor for cognitive decline and
AD/ADRD and a promising target for interventions
to reduce AD/ADRD inequities [16, 17]. Hispanic
individuals are more likely to have undiagnosed,
untreated, and uncontrolled high BP than White
individuals [18–20]. Hispanic individuals are also
more likely than White individuals to have detrimen-
tal brain effects associated with high BP, including
stroke, cerebrovascular disease, and increased white
matter hyperintensity volume [21–23]. Some evi-
dence suggests that high BP has a more detrimental
effect on cognitive test performance in Hispanic indi-
viduals than non-Hispanic individuals [24]. We found
that Black individuals’ higher cumulative BP lev-
els partially explain differences in later-life cognitive
decline due to AD/ADRD between Black and White
individuals [25]. The extent to which Hispanic indi-
viduals’ higher cumulative BP levels contribute to
differences in cognitive decline between Hispanic
and White individuals is uncertain.
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Leveraging six population-based cohorts of indi-
viduals with repeated objective measures of BP and
cognition, we conducted a pooled cohort study to
determine the extent to which differences between
Hispanic and White individuals in cognitive decline
after adjusting for covariates are explained by ethnic
differences in cumulative BP levels. We hypothe-
sized that Hispanic individuals have faster cognitive
decline than White individuals, and higher cumula-
tive BP levels in Hispanic individuals contribute to
ethnic disparities in cognitive decline.

METHODS

Study design, participants, and measurements

The report follows the STROBE reporting guide-
line for cohort studies [26]. This pooled cohort
analysis examined individual participant data from
six well-characterized American prospective cohort
studies with repeated measures of BP and cogni-
tion: Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study
(ARIC) [27], Coronary Artery Risk Development in
Young Adults Study (CARDIA) [28], Cardiovascu-
lar Health Study (CHS) [29], Framingham Offspring
Study (FOS) [30], Multi-Ethnic Study of Atheroscle-
rosis (MESA) [31], and Northern Manhattan Study
(NOMAS) [32] for years 1971 to 2017 (Supplemen-
tary Methods). This study is part of a larger pooled
cohort study assessing the research question: Do
Black and Hispanic individuals’ higher BP levels
contribute to their greater cognitive decline com-
pared to White individuals? We have published the
results of the pooled cohort analysis of the asso-
ciation between BP and later-life cognition among
Black and White individuals already [25]. The current
study represents the second study on the association
between BP and later-life cognition among Hispanic
and White individuals.

We included participants who had ≥1 measure-
ment of cognition and ≥1 measurement of BP at or
before the first cognition measurement. We included
participants with no history of cohort-defined demen-
tia or stroke at each cohort’s baseline (because stroke
can alter cognitive trajectory [33]) and no incidence
of cohort-defined dementia or stroke before first cog-
nitive assessment.

The University of Michigan Institutional Review
Board approved the study. Participating institutions
approved the cohort studies. Participants provided
written informed consent.

Cognitive function assessments

As part of the larger pooled cohort study, we
harmonized the cognitive measures across the six
cohorts [34]. Trained cohort staff administered cog-
nitive tests consistent with the Vascular Cognitive
Impairment Harmonization Standards [35] to partic-
ipants in-person. In three cohorts (ARIC, NOMAS,
CHS), trained staff also administered tests of global
cognition by telephone for participants unable to
attend some exam visits in-person. Global cognition
tests can be measured reliably and precisely over the
telephone in adults [36].

To make inferences about cognitive domains
instead of individual cognitive test items, and to
resolve the challenge of different cognitive tests
administered across the cohorts, we co-calibrated
available cognitive test items into factors represent-
ing global cognition (global cognitive performance),
memory (learning and delayed recall/recognition),
and executive function (complex and/or speeded cog-
nitive functions) using item response theory methods
(a graded response model) that leverage all available
cognitive information [10, 37]. The pre-statistical
harmonization methods have been published previ-
ously [34]. Cognitive factor scores, estimated using
the regression-based method in Mplus [38, 39], were
set to a t-score metric (mean 50, standard deviation
[SD] 10) at a participant’s first cognitive assessment;
a 1-point difference represents a 0.1 SD differ-
ence in the distribution of cognition across the six
cohorts. Higher cognitive scores indicate better per-
formance (Supplementary Methods). The primary
outcome was change in global cognition. Secondary
outcomes were change in memory and executive
function.

Measurement of race/ethnicity

We included participants who self-reported White
race or Hispanic ethnicity (any race). We use the
term “Hispanic” as the term is consistently pre-
ferred and acknowledge other terms that describe this
population (e.g., Latinx/e) [40]. CHS, MESA, and
NOMAS collected data on race and ethnicity and con-
tributed participants to both groups. ARIC, CARDIA,
and FOS did not collect data on ethnicity and con-
tributed White participants. These participants were
included because they provide: 1) Geographic and/or
age diversity; 2) Information and precision for the
estimates of cognitive decline in White individu-
als and the estimates of cognitive decline associated
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with SBP; and 3) Overlapping cognitive test items
enabling cross-cohort cognitive harmonization. We
did not examine subgroups of Hispanic participants
because the subgroups sizes were small, but most His-
panic participants in MESA and NOMAS tend to be
Latin American immigrants [41, 42]. A small number
of participants in CARDIA (n = 14) and FOS (n = 13)
reported White race at baseline and Hispanic ethnic-
ity during follow-up. We analyzed these participants
as White for the primary analysis and removed them,
along with the 45 CHS participants who reported
White race and Hispanic ethnicity, for a sensitivity
analysis.

Measurement of blood pressure

Each cohort study measured BP at in-person visits
using standard protocols and equipment. We sum-
marized systolic BP (SBP) as the time-dependent
cumulative mean (i.e., running average) of all SBP
measurements before each cognitive assessment
because SBP tends to be a stronger predictor of
BP-related outcomes than diastolic BP [17, 43, 44];
long-term cumulative mean SBP has improved pre-
diction of clinical outcomes compared with single
measurements [45] or means over discrete intervals
(e.g., ≤1 year, 1 to 5 years) before outcome measure-
ment [43]; and time-dependent cumulative mean SBP
is associated with cognitive trajectories [25].

Covariates

We followed a pre-specified conceptual model
based on the Andersen Behavioral Model [46],
the National Institutes on Aging health disparities
research framework [13], a vascular contributions
to cognitive impairment and dementia framework
[15], and a model of the potential confounders of
the race and cognitive decline relationship [47]. By
study design, we examined the independent effect of
cumulative SBP on differences in cognitive decline
between Hispanic and White individuals after adjust-
ing for demographics, socioeconomic status, and
other vascular risk factors. We used covariate values
measured closest to, but not after, the first cognitive
assessment. Demographics included age, sex, years
of education, and cohort study. Vascular risk fac-
tors included cigarette smoking, body mass index,
waist circumference, physical activity, fasting glu-
cose, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and history
of atrial fibrillation [48]. Hypertension medication
use was measured at or before the first cognitive

assessment based on evidence of medication bottles
and self-report from exams.

Statistical analysis

We followed a pre-specified analysis plan to test the
hypothesis, “There is a significant effect of Hispanic
ethnicity on the rate [slope] of cognitive decline after
adjusting for time-varying cumulative mean SBP lev-
els and other covariates.” We compared participant
characteristics by ethnicity using Wilcoxon Rank
Sum tests or χ2 tests as appropriate. We used lin-
ear mixed-effects models to estimate changes in each
continuous cognitive outcome over time by ethnic-
ity. Because the pooled data involved a small number
of cohorts (n = 6), we associated a fixed effect with
cohorts when pooling the data [49, 50]. The models
included subject-specific random effects for inter-
cepts and slopes, covariates listed in Table 1, and
two-way interaction terms involving follow-up time
crossed with sex and age at the time of first cog-
nitive assessment. Follow-up time was treated as a
continuous measure defined as years since the first
measurement of each cognitive outcome.

For each outcome, all available cognitive obser-
vations were used in the primary analysis except
observations after the time of first cohort-adjudicated
incident stroke during follow-up [26]. We evalu-
ated model assumptions by inspecting residual plots.
There was no evidence of non-linear effects of
covariates or a significant ethnicity*SBP*follow-up
time interaction or time on cognitive trajectories
(p > 0.05).

To estimate differences in cognitive decline
between Hispanic and White individuals, Model A
included an ethnicity*follow-up time interaction term
to estimate the effect of Hispanic ethnicity on cogni-
tive decline after controlling for all covariates except
for BP levels. To examine whether time-dependent
cumulative mean SBP explained differences in cogni-
tive decline between Hispanic and White individuals,
Model B added cumulative mean SBP and a cumu-
lative mean SBP*follow-up time interaction term
to Model A. To investigate whether hypertension
treatment explained differences in cognitive decline
between Hispanic and White individuals, Model
C added hypertension treatment and a hyperten-
sion treatment*follow-up time interaction term to
Model B.

We performed a complete case analysis excluding a
small number of participants (n = 501/19,879; 2.52%)
due to missing covariate data. Figure 1 shows the
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Table 1
Characteristics of participants at first cognitive assessment by ethnicity

Variable∗ Hispanic individuals White individuals
(n = 2,475) (n = 22,095)

Age at first SBP measurement, full range, y 40–98 5–95
Age at first SBP measurement, y 62 (56, 69) 54 (46, 64)
Age at first cognitive assessment, full range, y 42–100 25–100
Age at first cognitive assessment, y 67 (61, 75) 60 (52, 68)
Women, No. (%) 1465 (59.2%) 11655 (52.7%)
Cohort, No. (%)

ARIC 0 10099 (45.7%)
CARDIA 0 1835 (8.3%)
CHS 54 (2.2%) 4350 (19.7%)
FOS 0 3475 (15.7%)
MESA 951 (38.4%) 1860 (8.4%)
NOMAS 1470 (59.4%) 476 (2.2%)

Education, No. (%)
Eighth grade or less 1161 (46.9%) 1169 (5.3%)
Grades 9–11 328 (13.3%) 1905 (8.6%)
Completed high school 400 (16.2%) 6794 (30.8%)
Some college but no degree 380 (15.4%) 3848 (17.4%)
College graduate or more 206 (8.3%) 8379 (37.9%)

Current cigarette smoking, No. (%) 276 (11.2%) 3770 (17.1%)
Any physical activity, No. (%) 1711 (69.1%) 18375 (83.2%)
Body mass index 28.2 (25.5, 31.7) 26.5 (23.7, 29.7)
Waist circumference, cm 96.5 (88.9, 104.1) 95 (85.7, 104)
History of atrial fibrillation, No. (%) 71 (2.9%) 370 (1.7%)
Fasting glucose, mg/dL 95 (85, 110) 97.5 (91, 105.9)
LDL cholesterol, mg/dL 119 (95, 143) 125.2 (103, 149.2)
Anti-hypertensive medication use, No. (%) 1388 (56.1%) 6253 (28.3%)
Follow-up time from first cognitive assessment, y 6.3 (0, 11.8) 7.9 (5.5, 20.4)
SBP cumulative mean (SD) at first cognitive assessment, mmHg 132.5 (120, 149) 134 (123, 147)
Total number of SBP measurements 3 (1, 4) 5 (3, 7)
Number of SBP measurements before first cognitive assessment 1 (1, 4) 1 (1, 4)
Time from first SBP measurement to first cognitive assessment, y 5.2 (2.3, 9.3) 3 (2.8, 10.3)
Cognitive testing performed in Spanish 504 (20.4%) 0
Self-reported use of a language other than English 1942 (78.5%) 1219 (5.5%)
Cognitive scores at first assessment

General cognitive performance 44.6 (38.9, 50.4) 53.3 (48.5, 58.7)
Executive function 45.1 (39.6, 50.6) 54.5 (49.5, 59.3)
Memory 49.7 (43.1, 56.5) 52.4 (48.9, 55.9)

Number of cognitive assessments per individual
Global cognitive performance 3 (Q1–Q3,1–8) 3 (Q1–Q3, 2–5)

Executive function 2 (Q1–Q3, 1–2) 2 (Q1–Q3, 2–4)
Memory 2 (Q1–Q3, 1–2) 2 (Q1–Q3, 2–3)

p-values for median were obtained using the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test and for means using a t-test. Chi-square test was used for N (%). NA,
not applicable; SBP, systolic blood pressure. ∗Unless stated otherwise, univariate statistics for continuous variables are expressed as median
and interquartile range (Q1–Q3), where Q1–Q3 is represented by (25th %ile, 75th %ile) interval. Only MESA and NOMAS offered cognitive
testing in Spanish. Only FOS, MESA and NOMAS provide information relating to self-reported use of a language other than English.

derivation of the cohort. Statistical significance for
all analyses was set as p < 0.05 (2-sided). All anal-
yses were performed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS
Institute, Cary, NC).

Sensitivity analyses

We performed several sensitivity analyses. We
included participants’ cognitive observations after the
time of incident stroke. We added kidney function
(estimated glomerular filtration rate, eGFR [51]) and

history of myocardial infarction because they may
be on the causal pathway. We restricted the sample
to participants with two or more cognitive assess-
ments. Because some Hispanic individuals might
have a greater practice effect on repeated cognitive
assessments than White individuals [52], we included
a time-varying practice effect variable. In separate
analyses, we added a language of cognitive testing
variable because 504 (20.4%) of the 2,475 Hispanic
participants took their tests in Spanish (MESA and
NOMAS only); included a variable for self-reported
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Fig. 1. Participant cohort. BP, blood pressure. Categories for
missing data on covariates are not mutually exclusive. Missing
data for covariates included glucose (n = 204), body mass index
(n = 30), waist circumference (n = 106), smoking (n = 5), physi-
cal activity (n = 39), low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (n = 267),
antihypertensive medication use (n = 10), and education (n = 170).
No participants were missing history of atrial fibrillation.

use of a language other than English (FOS, MESA,
and NOMAS only); and added alcohol use as a
covariate. We performed an analyses in the combined
MESA and NOMAS cohorts since they recruited His-
panic participants by study design.

RESULTS

The study sample included 24,570 participants
(11,450 [46.6%] men and 2,475 [10.1%] Hispanic
individuals). Table 1 presents characteristics of par-
ticipants by ethnicity. Most patients had 2+ cognitive
assessments (n = 20,512; 83.5%). Median follow-up
was 7.7 (Q1–Q3, 5.3–20.1) years. Supplementary
Table 1 shows characteristics of study participants
by cohort. Because the secondary outcome measures
were performed less frequently, the executive func-
tion analysis included 22,533 participants, and the
memory analysis included 15,943 participants. Dur-
ing follow-up, 2,604 patients out of 24,570 (10.6%)
died. Supplementary Table 2 has information on
missing data and attrition.

Change in global cognition

Hispanic individuals had significantly lower ini-
tial scores than White individuals in global cognition
(adjusted difference in intercept, –5.28 points [95%

CI, –5.67 to –4.90]; p < 0.001) (intercept in Model
A, Table 2). Hispanic individuals, compared with
White individuals, had significantly slower declines
in global cognition (slope in Model A, Table 2). White
men at a median age of 58 years experienced decline
in global cognition of –0.23 points per year (95% CI,
–0.24 to –0.22; p < 0.001). Hispanic men of similar
age experienced decline in global cognition of –0.11
points per year (95% CI, –0.14 to –0.09) (adjusted
difference in slope was 0.12 points/year slower in
Hispanic [95% CI, 0.09 to 0.14]; p < 0.001).

After adjusting for the association between time-
dependent cumulative mean SBP and cognitive slope,
differences between Hispanic and White individu-
als in cognitive slopes did not change substantially
(slope in Model B, Table 2). Higher cumulative mean
SBP was associated with faster cognitive decline
(adjusted difference in slope was –0.021 points/year
faster per 10 mmHg in cumulative mean SBP [95%
CI, –0.025 to –0.016]; p < 0.001). Further adjust-
ment for the association between antihypertensive
medication use and cognitive slopes did not alter
the difference in cognitive slopes between Hispanic
and White individuals (slope in Model C, Table 2).
Antihypertensive medication use was associated with
slower cognitive decline (adjusted difference in slope
was 0.02 points/year slower [95% CI, 0.01 to 0.04];
p = 0.011).

Changes in executive function and memory

Hispanic individuals had significantly lower base-
line performance than White individuals in executive
function (–5.62 points [95% CI, –6.06 to –5.19];
p < 0.001) but not memory (–0.22 points [95% CI,
–1.16 to 0.72]; p = 0.64) (intercepts in Model A,
Tables 3 and 4). Hispanic individuals, compared with
White individuals, had significantly slower declines
in executive function (0.10 points/year [95% CI, 0.04
to 0.15]; p < 0.001) and memory (0.26 points/year
[95% CI, 0.17 to 0.36]; p < 0.001) (slopes in Model
A, Tables 3 and 4). After adjusting for the associa-
tion between time-dependent cumulative mean SBP
and cognitive slopes, differences in cognitive slopes
between Hispanic and White individuals did not
change substantially (slopes in Model B, Tables 3 and
4). Further adjustment for the association between
antihypertensive medication and cognitive slopes did
not alter cognitive slope differences between His-
panic and White individuals (slopes in Model C,
Tables 3 and 4).
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Table 2
Association of global cognition decline with ethnicity and systolic blood pressure over time

Model A: Basic
(n = 24,570)

Model B: Cumulative
mean SBP added as a
time-varying covariate to
Model A
(n = 24,570)

Model C: Hypertension
treatment added as a
covariate to Model B
(n = 24,570)

Coefficient Estimate p Estimate p Estimate p
(95% CI) (95% CI) (95% CI)

Change in intercept per 10 y
increase in age at first
cognitive assessment

–2.34 (–2.45, –2.24) <0.001 –2.13 (–2.24, –2.02) <0.001 –2.13 (–2.24, –2.02) <0.001

Difference in intercept
between Hispanic and
White individuals at first
cognitive assessment

–5.28 (–5.67, –4.90) <0.001 –5.17 (–5.56, –4.79) <0.001 –5.16 (–5.54, –4.77) <0.001

Change in slope per 10 y
increase in age at first
cognitive assessment, per y

–0.12 (–0.13, –0.11) <0.001 –0.12 (–0.13, –0.11) <0.001 –0.12 (–0.13, –0.12) <0.001

Slope in White men at
median age, per y

–0.23 (–0.24, –0.22) <0.001 –0.21 (–0.22, –0.19) <0.001 –0.21 (–0.22, –0.20) <0.001

Difference in slope between
Hispanic and White
individuals, per y

0.12 (0.09, 0.14) <0.001 0.12 (0.09, 0.14) <0.001 0.11 (0.08, 0.14) <0.001

Change in slope per
10 mmHg in cumulative
mean SBP, per y

N/A N/A –0.019 (–0.024, –0.015) <0.001 –0.021 (–0.025, –0.016) <0.001

Change in slope associated
with hypertension
treatment, per y

N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.02 (0.01, 0.04) 0.011

SBP, systolic blood pressure; N/A, not applicable; y, year. Interpretative Key: Global cognition measures global cognitive performance. All
cognitive measures are set to a T-score metric (mean 50, SD 10) at a participant’s first cognitive assessment; a 1-point difference represents
a 0.1 SD difference in the distribution of cognition across the 6 cohorts. Higher cognitive scores indicate better performance.
Linear mixed-effects models included time since first cognitive assessment and baseline values (measured before or at time of first cognitive
assessment) of ethnicity (Hispanic vs White), age, sex, cohort study, years of school, cigarette smoking, body mass index, waist circumference,
physical activity, fasting glucose, low density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, history of atrial fibrillation, age*follow-up time, sex* follow-
up time, and ethnicity* follow-up time interaction terms. To take into account correlation between longitudinal cognitive measures, we
included random intercept and slope effects associated with subjects. All continuous variables were centered at the overall median, except
cumulative mean SBP, which was centered at 120 mmHg. Glucose, LDL cholesterol, and SBP values were divided by 10 so that the
parameter estimates refer to a 10-unit change in the variables. SBP was the time-dependent mean of all SBPs before the measurement of
cognition. To estimate Hispanic-White differences in cognitive decline, Model A included an ethnicity*follow-up time interaction term. To
examine whether cumulative mean SBP, a time-varying covariate, explained the Hispanic-White differences in cognitive decline, Model B
added cumulative mean SBP and a cumulative mean SBP*follow-up time interaction term to Model A. To examine whether cumulative
mean SBP, a time-varying covariate, explained the Hispanic-White differences in cognitive decline, Model B added cumulative mean SBP
and a cumulative mean SBP*follow-up time interaction term to Model A. To investigate whether hypertension treatment explained the
Hispanic-White differences in cognitive decline, Model C added a hypertension treatment and hypertension treatment at first cognitive
assessment*follow-up time interaction term to Model B.

Sensitivity analyses

Results were similar in analyses, including par-
ticipants’ cognitive observations after the time of
incident stroke, adding eGFR and history of myocar-
dial infarction as covariates, restricting the sample
to participants with two or more cognitive assess-
ments, accounting for practice effects, removing
participants with White race and possible Hispanic
ethnicity, and adding language of cognitive testing,
English proficiency and alcohol consumption (except
Hispanic-White differences in executive function

declines) were no longer significant after accounting
for practice effects (Supplementary Tables 3–10). In
analyses restricted to the two cohorts that recruited
Hispanic individuals by study design (MESA and
NOMAS), Hispanic individuals had faster declines
in global cognitive performance, similar declines in
executive function performance, and slower declines
in memory performance than White individuals (Sup-
plementary Table 11). Higher SBP was associated
with faster cognitive declines, but some associations
were no longer statistically significant. After adjust-
ing for cumulative mean SBP, the differences in
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Table 3
Association of executive function decline with ethnicity and systolic blood pressure over time

Model A: Basic
(n = 22,533)

Model B: Cumulative
mean SBP added as a
time-varying covariate to
Model A
(n = 22,533)

Model C: Hypertension
treatment added as a
covariate to Model B
(n = 22,533)

Coefficient Estimate p Estimate p Estimate p
(95% CI) (95% CI) (95% CI)

Change in intercept per 10 y
increase in age at first
cognitive assessment

–3.10 (–3.22, –2.98) <0.001 –2.96 (–3.08, –2.84) <0.001 –2.94 (–3.06, –2.82) <0.001

Difference in intercept
between Hispanic and
White individuals at first
cognitive assessment

–5.62 (–6.06, –5.19) <0.001 –5.56 (–6.00, –5.13) <0.001 –5.57 (–6.00, –5.13) <0.001

Change in slope per 10 y
increase in age at first
cognitive assessment,
per y

–0.13 (–0.14, –0.12) <0.001 –0.13 (–0.14, –0.125) <0.001 –0.13 (–0.14, –0.12) <0.001

Slope in White men at
median age, per y

–0.31 (–0.32, –0.30) <0.001 –0.29 (–0.30, –0.28) <0.001 –0.29 (–0.30, –0.28) <0.001

Difference in slope between
Hispanic and White
individuals, per y

0.10 (0.04, 0.15) <0.001 0.09 (0.04, 0.14) 0.001 0.09 (0.04, 0.14) 0.001

Change in slope per
10 mmHg in cumulative
mean SBP, per y

N/A N/A –0.012 (–0.016, –0.007) <0.001 –0.012 (–0.016, –0.007) <0.001

Change in slope associated
with hypertension
treatment, per y

N/A N/A N/A N/A –0.003 (–0.020, 0.014) 0.70

Interpretative Key: Executive function measures complex and/or speeded cognitive functions. All cognitive measures are set to a T-score
metric (mean 50, SD 10) at a participant’s first cognitive assessment; a 1-point difference represents a 0.1 SD difference in the distribution
of cognition across the 6 cohorts. Higher cognitive scores indicate better performance. NA, not applicable.
Linear mixed-effects models included time since first cognitive assessment and baseline values (measured before or at time of first cognitive
assessment) of ethnicity (Hispanic vs White), age, sex, cohort study, years of school, cigarette smoking, body mass index, waist circumference,
physical activity, fasting glucose, LDL cholesterol, history of atrial fibrillation, age*time, sex*time, and ethnicity*time. To take into account
correlation between longitudinal cognitive measures, we included random intercept and slope effects associated with subjects. All continuous
variables were centered at the overall median, except cumulative mean SBP, which was centered at 120 mmHg. Glucose, LDL cholesterol,
and SBP values were divided by 10 so that the parameter estimates refer to a 10-unit change in the variables. SBP was the time-dependent
mean of all SBPs before the measurement of cognition. To estimate Hispanic-White differences in cognitive decline, Model A included
a Hispanic ethnicity*follow-up time interaction term. To examine whether cumulative mean SBP, a time-varying covariate, explained the
Hispanic-White differences in cognitive decline, Model B added SBP and an SBP*follow-up time interaction term to Model A. To investigate
whether hypertension treatment explained the Hispanic-White differences in cognitive decline, Model C added a hypertension treatment and
hypertension treatment at first cognitive assessment*follow-up time interaction term to Model B.

cognitive decline between Hispanic and White indi-
viduals did not change, consistent with the main
results (Supplementary Table 11).

DISCUSSION

Among 24,570 individuals pooled from six
prospective cohort studies, higher cumulative mean
SBP levels were associated with faster cognitive
decline in a linear fashion. Ethnic differences in SBP
levels and antihypertensive medication use did not
explain differences in cognitive decline between His-

panic and White individuals. We found no evidence
that the magnitude of the effect of SBP on cogni-
tive decline differed between Hispanic and White
individuals.

Contrary to our hypothesis, we found little evi-
dence that Hispanic individuals have faster cognitive
decline than White individuals. Some studies [2–5],
but not all studies [6, 7], suggest that older Hispanic
individuals have greater AD/ADRD risk than older
White individuals. So, we expected to find that His-
panic individuals had faster cognitive decline than
White individuals, consistent with prior research [8,
9, 11]. We found that, compared with White indi-
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Table 4
Association of memory decline with ethnicity and systolic blood pressure over time

Model A: Basic
(n = 15,943)

Model B: Cumulative
mean SBP added as a
time-varying covariate to
Model A
(n = 15,943)

Model C: Hypertension
treatment added as a
covariate to Model B
(n = 15,943)

Coefficient Estimate p Estimate p Estimate p
(95% CI) (95% CI) (95% CI)

Change in intercept per 10 y
increase in age at first
cognitive assessment

–1.71 (–1.85, –1.57) <0.001 –1.71 (–1.86, –1.57) <0.001 –1.71 (–1.85, –1.56) <0.001

Difference in intercept
between Hispanic and
White individuals at first
cognitive assessment

–0.22 (–1.16, 0.72) 0.64 –0.18 (–1.12, 0.76) 0.71 –0.17 (–1.11, 0.77) 0.72

Change in slope per 10 y
increase in age at first
cognitive assessment,
per y

–0.18 (–0.20, –0.16) <0.001 –0.16 (–0.18, –0.15) <0.001 –0.16 (–0.18, –0.14) <0.001

Slope in White men at
median age, per y

–0.29 (–0.30, –0.27) <0.001 –0.24 (–0.26, –0.22) <0.001 –0.24 (–0.26, –0.21) <0.001

Difference in slope between
Hispanic and White
individuals, per y

0.26 (0.17, 0.36) <0.001 0.25 (0.15, 0.34) <0.001 0.25 (0.15, 0.34) <0.001

Change in slope per
10 mmHg in cumulative
mean SBP, per y

N/A N/A –0.02 (–0.03, –0.01) <0.001 –0.02 (–0.03, –0.01) <0.001

Change in slope associated
with hypertension
treatment, per y

N/A N/A N/A N/A –0.01 (–0.04, 0.02) 0.62

Interpretative Key: Memory measures learning and delayed recall/recognition. All cognitive measures are set to a T-score metric (mean 50,
SD 10) at a participant’s first cognitive assessment; a 1-point difference represents a 0.1 SD difference in the distribution of cognition across
the 6 cohorts. Higher cognitive scores indicate better performance. SBP, systolic blood pressure; NA, not applicable.
Linear mixed-effects models included time since first cognitive assessment and baseline values (measured before or at time of first cognitive
assessment) of ethnicity (Hispanic vs White), age, sex, cohort study, years of school, cigarette smoking, body mass index, waist circumference,
physical activity, fasting glucose, LDL cholesterol, history of atrial fibrillation, age*time, sex*time, and ethnicity*time. To take into account
correlation between longitudinal cognitive measures, we included random intercept and slope effects associated with subjects. All continuous
variables were centered at the overall median, except cumulative mean SBP, which was centered at 120 mmHg. Glucose, LDL cholesterol,
and SBP values were divided by 10 so that the parameter estimates refer to a 10-unit change in the variables. SBP was the time-dependent
mean of all SBPs before the measurement of cognition. To estimate Hispanic-White differences in cognitive decline, Model A included
a Hispanic ethnicity*follow-up time interaction term. To examine whether cumulative mean SBP, a time-varying covariate, explained the
Hispanic-White differences in cognitive decline, Model B added SBP and an SBP*follow-up time interaction term to Model A. To investigate
whether hypertension treatment explained the Hispanic-White differences in cognitive decline, Model C added a hypertension treatment and
hypertension treatment at first cognitive assessment*follow-up time interaction term to Model B.

viduals, Hispanic individuals had slower decline in
global cognitive performance, executive function per-
formance, and memory performance in the analysis of
the six cohorts, but they had faster decline in global
cognitive performance, similar decline in executive
function performance, and slower decline in mem-
ory performance in the sensitivity analysis of the two
cohorts (MESA and NOMAS) that recruited Hispanic
individuals by study design. These results suggest
that White individuals’ cognitive slopes in MESA
and NOMAS might differ from those in the other four
cohorts, and cohort variation rather than true ethnic
differences could explain the differences in cogni-

tive decline between Hispanic and White individuals
we observed. Differences in sampling strategy, study
population, cognitive tests, follow-up time, and meth-
ods also likely contribute to variation in the strength
and magnitude of ethnic differences in cognitive
decline across cohorts and cognitive domains [11,
53].

White individuals might have had a greater likeli-
hood of regressing to a lower value than Hispanic
individuals at follow-up because they had higher
baseline cognitive function than Hispanic individ-
uals. Although age at first cognitive assessment
differed between Hispanic and White participants, it
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is unlikely that these age differences influenced ethnic
differences in cognitive slopes because we adjusted
for age and an age*follow-up time interaction in all
models. Despite evidence for differences in cross-
sectional cognitive performance between Hispanic
and White individuals, our findings add to grow-
ing evidence that Hispanic ethnicity is not strongly
associated with accelerated cognitive decline after
accounting for confounding factors. Prior studies
have found that Hispanic individuals have slower cog-
nitive decline [10, 54] or similar cognitive decline
[55, 56] compared to White individuals, consistent
with our results.

Although our results show that higher cumula-
tive SBP levels are associated with faster cognitive
decline in Hispanic and White individuals, we found
no evidence that ethnic differences in cumulative SBP
levels contribute to differences in cognitive decline.
We hypothesized that Hispanic individuals would
have higher cumulative SBP levels than White indi-
viduals, which would contribute to ethnic disparities
in cognitive decline. This hypothesis is based on data
showing that Hispanic individuals are more likely to
have undiagnosed, untreated, and uncontrolled high
BP than White individuals [18–20]. However, in our
study, Hispanic individuals had lower SBP levels
and greater use of anti-hypertensive medication than
White individuals, suggesting reduced cerebrovascu-
lar burden. Our results might differ because study
populations and sampling are different, and indi-
viduals who volunteer to participate in longitudinal
research studies might differ from the general popu-
lation (e.g., study volunteers might be healthier than
those in the general population). A key finding of
our study is that the relationship between higher SBP
and faster cognitive decline did not differ between
Hispanic and White groups. We also found that anti-
hypertensive medication use is associated with slower
cognitive decline.

Experts have classified clinically meaningful cog-
nitive decline as a decrease in cognitive function of
≥0.5 standard deviations (SD) from initial cognitive
scores [57–59]. If the observed ethnic differences
in cognitive decline are confirmed and causal, His-
panic individuals will reach the threshold of clinically
meaningful cognitive decline 20.5 years slower than
White individuals for global cognition and 6.2
years slower for executive function (Supplementary
Table 12). Global cognition and executive function
declines are associated with increased death, demen-
tia, and functional disability risks [60–62].

Several studies have found lower baseline cogni-
tive performance in Hispanic individuals compared
to White individuals [10, 52, 54]. Reasons for these
ethnic differences are complicated and likely influ-
enced by educational attainment, educational quality,
socioeconomic disparities, and linguistic and cul-
tural factors [56, 63, 64]. Differences in decline are
more likely to be related to aging-related diseases.
Hispanic individuals might have slower cognitive
decline than White individuals because of differences
in biological, genetic, psychosocial, and lifestyle
factors. Evidence suggests a weaker association of
APOE polymorphisms with AD risk in Caribbean
Hispanic individuals compared to White individu-
als [65]. Neuropathological studies have suggested
a lower prevalence of AD pathology in Hispanic
compared to White deceased older adults diagnosed
with dementia [23]. Our results align with the “His-
panic Paradox” phenomenon, suggesting relatively
better health outcomes in some immigrant Hispanic
populations than would be expected given the sys-
temic socioeconomic and other disparities that often
adversely impact health. This phenomenon may be
attributable to factors such as selective immigration of
healthier individuals and/or selective return migration
of less healthy individuals [66]. This phenomenon
may also suggest social and cultural strengths that
buffer against the harmful effects of these disparities
[67]. Our findings suggest a scientific need to better
understand differences between Hispanic and White
individuals in dementia risk and the determinants of
any differences.

Our study has several strengths. We had longitu-
dinal BP and cognitive assessments in many young,
middle-aged, and older adults to estimate the effects
of cumulative BP levels on cognitive decline in
Hispanic and White individuals during up to 20
years of follow-up. The cohort studies systematically
measured cognitive domains commonly affected by
vascular factors like hypertension: global cognition,
memory, and executive function [35]. Our results of
differences in cognitive decline between Hispanic
and White individuals were consistent across cog-
nitive domains.

Our study has potential limitations. Only two of
the six cohort studies (MESA and NOMAS) recruited
Hispanic individuals by design. We included cohort
studies that did not recruit or register Hispanic
individuals by study design. However, a sensi-
tivity analysis in the two cohorts that recruited
Hispanic individuals by study design (MESA and
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NOMAS) found that differences in SBP levels
between Hispanic and White individuals did not
attenuate differences in cognitive decline between
the two groups, consistent with the main results. It
is plausible that the differences in cognitive decline
between Hispanic and White individuals we observed
could be due to cohort variation rather than true eth-
nic differences, and that White individuals’ cognitive
slopes in MESA and NOMAS differ from those in
the other four cohorts. It is possible that individu-
als who have Hispanic ethnicity and self-identified
as Black or Other race in ARIC and CARDIA were
excluded from the analysis because the cohorts col-
lected race but not Hispanic ethnicity. Results were
similar in results that excluded FOS individuals with
possible Hispanic ethnicity. We classified Hispanic
individuals (any race) based on the individual cohort
procedures. Confounding by race in the Hispanic
group is possible, although most Hispanic immi-
grants in MESA and NOMAS are from Latin America
[41, 42]. We adjusted for educational years but not
for educational quality, other socioeconomic factors,
or depressive symptoms because they were unavail-
able for all cohorts at or before the first cognitive
assessment. Studies suggest that socioeconomic fac-
tors tend to influence baseline cognition (intercept)
rather than the change in cognition over time (slopes)
[68, 69]. Although selective attrition of cognitively
impaired participants could underestimate the rate
of cognitive decline [70], results were similar when
we required more cognitive observations per person
consistent with previous research [71]. Measurement
bias in cognitive instruments associated with insuffi-
cient validation in diverse samples could contribute
to cognitive differences between Hispanic and White
individuals [72, 73].

Hispanic individuals were more likely to be
excluded for dementia before the first cognitive
assessment, which could reduce cognitive differences
between Hispanic and White individuals. Conversely,
White individuals were more likely to be excluded for
stroke before first cognitive assessment, which could
increase differences between the two ethnic groups.
We did not study incident dementia because some
cohort studies lacked these data. By study design, we
did not adjust for baseline cognition. Heterogeneity
of the effect between cohorts might affect the statis-
tical validity of the summary estimate of the effect in
the pooled cohort. We had insufficient sample size to
examine sub-groups and country of origin in Hispanic
individuals and lacked information on factors such
as nativity/immigration status/number of years in

the US, bilingualism, and childhood socioeconomic
status. While the assumption that participants’ post-
mortem cognitive data are missing at random might
lead to immortal cohort bias and underestimate mem-
ory declines, it is valid to answer the research question
quantifying ethnic differences in cognitive trajecto-
ries through study follow-up. Using a fixed effect for
cohorts might produce conservative estimates of eth-
nic differences in cognitive slopes. Most individuals
who self-identify as Hispanic came from only two
cohorts by study design, potentially leading to cross-
cohort comparisons with a risk of sample selection
bias. We did not examine BP variability [74]. We did
not have information on diabetes prevalence.

Conclusion

We found no evidence that differences in cumu-
lative mean SBP levels contribute to differences in
later-life cognitive decline between Hispanic and
White individuals.
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